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ABSTRACT
Discovering smart devices in the physical world often requires some
type of indoor positioning system. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
beacons are a well-established technique to create scalable low-
cost positioning systems for indoor navigation, tracking and loca-
tion awareness. While various BLE specifications aim to provide
a generic way to uniquely identify a beacon and optionally detect
its location, they are either deployment specific or do not broad-
cast enough information to be used without a proprietary database
containing the locations of installed beacons. We present a novel
BLE advertising solution and semantic ontology extension called
SemBeacon that is backwards compatible with existing specifica-
tions such as iBeacon, Eddystone and AltBeacon. With the help of
a prototype application, we demonstrate how SemBeacon enables
the creation of real-time positioning systems that can describe their
location as well as the environment in which they are located. In
contrast to Eddystone-URL beacons which were originally used in
Google’s Physical Web project to broadcast web pages of physical
objects, SemBeacon is a specification for broadcasting semantic data
about the environment and positioning systems that are available
within a beacon’s proximity using linked data.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information retrieval; Sensor net-
works; Location based services; • Networks → Location based
services; • Hardware→ Sensor applications and deployments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The discovery of smart devices in indoor environments goes beyond
detecting their presence and often requires users to find and track
these devices in the physical world. This level of tracking requires
different positioning techniques [6, 19], as indoor positioning does
not rely on a single standard. One of the early and still widely
used technologies are Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons due
to their low cost and good battery performance [14]. They send
out uniquely identifiable information which, combined with the
beacons’ received signal strength, can be used to determine the
location relative to one or more beacons. This type of relative
positioning requires knowledge of the transmitted signal strength
as well as the physical location of the beacons.

While some specifications let the beacons broadcast both their
transmitted signal strength and physical location, these locations
usually lack contextual information such as a reference frame, the
layout of the building or information about the use of the beacon
or smart device. In most implemented indoor positioning systems,
the beacons are stored in a database but not publicly shared among
other applications or services. Beacon specifications such as the
Bluetooth Indoor Positioning Service [8] let beacons broadcast
both a WGS84 location and a local location, but do not include
information on how this local location should be interpreted.

We present a BLE advertising and semantic vocabulary specifi-
cation called SemBeacon, where Bluetooth beacons advertise their
semantic description on the Semantic Web [1] while maintaining
backwards compatibility with existing specifications commonly
used for indoor positioning and location awareness. Similar to ear-
lier work such as Hewlett Packard’s CoolTown™ project [26] which
broadcasted semantic locations via infrared beacons, we broadcast
a URI describing our beacon via BLE. Our solution supports the
design of semantic environments that can be detected by any appli-
cation that is able to detect, retrieve and reason on the SemBeacon
data. This enables the discovery of smart devices, indoor positioning
systems and other semantic information of a building. Our solution
can help to discover stationary or movable Physical Things on the
Web of Things [35] while also helping users to position themselves
within the environments these Things are located in.

We demonstrate the use and performance of SemBeacons using
an open source prototype application that discovers beacons and
their geospatial environments. Our demonstrator showcases how
beacons within the same spatial area can be discovered in real-time
without having to perform intensive querying on semantic data or
without the need of a predefined database or Web Service. With
our extensions of the POSO ontology [33] we further enable the
creation of interoperable indoor positioning systems.

https://orcid.org/0000-0003-0314-7107
https://orcid.org/0000-0001-9916-0837
https://doi.org/10.1145/3627050.3627060
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2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The semantic description of people, places and objects has already
been investigated in Hewlett Packard’s CoolTown™ project [26]
in the early 2000s. The semantic locations introduced as part of
HP CoolTown were represented as URIs that were encoded within
barcodes, physical locations using a trusted service or CoolTown
beacons. These beacons were battery-powered infrared transmit-
ters that could broadcast a URI pointing to an XML resource with
semantic data every three seconds [16].

Various related work focused on semantic location-based ser-
vices [15, 18, 24] with a primary focus on navigation and environ-
ment description. However, they do not offer a method to advertise
the availability of this location-based service in a physical environ-
ment or details on how applications should determine a location
within these environments. Due to this limitation, applications re-
quire prior knowledge to discover environments and smart devices.
Mathew et. al [21] discussed several methods such as application
interfaces, knowledge servers or open ontologies, but these meth-
ods only support the discovery of semantic descriptors of devices
on the Web rather than in the physical world.

Google started the Physical Web project in 2014 to enable seam-
less interactions with physical things and locations [22, 27]. It was
based on Eddystone-URL beacons to broadcast URLs for physical
objects. Compatible smartphones would receive a notification when
they were near a physical thing broadcasting a URL, and the broad-
casted URLs enabled direct user interaction without the need for
additional applications.

With Bluetooth beacons being a well-established technology
for indoor positioning systems [14], in the following sections we
focus on existing efforts to realise indoor positioning systems by
using BLE advertisements. BLE beacons send out advertisements at
a fixed interval that can be picked up by any BLE receiver in range
that is performing a passive scan. A BLE receiver can also perform
an active scan that first sends out a scan request. Active scanning
allows a response from devices that do not automatically send out
advertisements and enables these BLE beacons to send out different
advertisement data for passive and active scans. The proximity to
the beacon is estimated by means of a radio frequency (RF) path
loss model on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) [13]
which estimates the signal loss of a transmitted signal.

2.1 Positioning Techniques
Ever since the release of Bluetooth Low Energy, BLE beacons have
been one of the more prominently used techniques for indoor posi-
tioning [2]. For their use in indoor positioning systems, they are
often installed as small battery-powered devices in rooms, hall-
ways or other key areas [5] but can also be embedded in smart
devices [12]. During the installation, the beacon’s physical location
in the building is linked to its advertised identifier.

One of the simplest positioning techniques using beacons is
called cell identification. With this technique, the proximity to
a single beacon or a group of beacons is used to determine the
receiver’s position [19]. We assume that the beacons with the best
signal strength are the closest. When multiple beacons are in range,
multilateration can be used to compute the absolute position based
on three or more beacons. In the context of positioning systems, the

known fixed location of beacons is used to determine the location
of a user scanning for these beacons.

Regardless of the used technique, devices are capable of comput-
ing their relative location between one or more beacons, but require
knowledge of the location of these beacons in order to compute
their absolute location within a building.

2.2 Bluetooth IPS Specification
In 2015, the Bluetooth SIG published a core specification for adver-
tising an indoor positioning service via BLE [8]. This advertisement
specification allows broadcasting the global WGS84 location [4],
local coordinates within a building, the transmission power and
additional information needed to know the transmitter’s location.

The Bluetooth IPS specification describes the broadcast of the
location data in 20 bytes and GATT services to configure these
properties. Any changes made to the location have to be configured
in the hardware itself, making remote changes impossible with-
out additional network communication. While the specification
broadcasts a location in a global reference frame and local reference
frame, no information is broadcast on how to interpret these local
coordinates.

2.3 iBeacon Specification
The iBeacon specification was developed by Apple Ltd. in 2013. In
the specification, a total of 30 bytes is used for the manufacturer
data to encapsulate the information it broadcasts. As illustrated
in Figure 1, the iBeacon specification offers three layers of device
identification (dark blue) and adds an additional byte for the refer-
ence transmission power at one metre distance. A 128-bit proximity
UUID identifies all beacons used by the same positioning system
or application. Next, an unsigned 16-bit major and minor number
identify the hierarchy of the beacon with a spatial region [7]. The
specification does not mention at what spatial level the hierarchical
separation of the major and minor identifiers should be chosen.
However, most commonly the major number defines the building
or floor and the minor number represents the beacon within that
floor. The iBeacon specification does not advertise a beacon’s loca-
tion and requires a database or a known trusted service to provide
this information.

Company ID

2B

Beacon Type

1B

Major

2B

Minor

2B

0x4C00 0x02 uint8 uint80x15

Beacon Len

1B

Proximity UUID

16B

uint8[]

Adv Flags

3B

-

Len

1B

0x1A

Type

1B

0xFF

TX @ 1m

1B

int8

Figure 1: iBeacon advertisement data (30 bytes)

2.4 Eddystone Specification
Eddystonewas developed byGoogle in 2015. Other than the iBeacon
specification, it does not use custom manufacturer data, but cre-
ates a service with its own unique UUID containing the beacon
information [25]. The specification offers four types of frames:

• Eddystone-URL for broadcasting short URL addresses.
• Eddystone-UID for broadcasting beacon identifiers similar
to iBeacon. Uses a namespace and instance identifier instead
of a service UUID, major and minor number.
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• Eddystone-TLM for broadcasting telemetry data such as
sensor data or battery information.

• Eddystone-EID is a security specification for broadcasting
ephemeral identifiers.

Figure 2 shows the Eddystone specification for UID and URL
Eddystone frames. In order to limit the size of the broadcasted
URL in an Eddystone-URL, the specification adds 1 byte to specify
the URL scheme prefix (e.g. 0x00 matches "http://www." or 0x01
matches "https://www."). The URL itself is a UTF-8 character ar-
ray of the URL without a scheme. Commonly used UTF-8 character
groups such as top-level domains can be encoded using a single
byte (e.g. 0x00 matches ".com/") as detailed in the specification1.

Despite the encoding techniques, a URL shortening service is
often needed in order to obtain a URL that fits within the frame.
This short URL redirects to the full URL, preventing the encod-
ing of identifiable information within the domain or path without
performing an HTTP request.

Eddystone Frame
2B - 20B

...

Frame Type

1B

0x00

UID TX @ 0m

1B

int8

Namespace ID

10B

uint8[]

Instance ID

6B

uint8[]

Reserved

2B

0x0000

Frame Type

1B

0x10

URL Encoded URL

0B - 17B

uint8[]

UUID

2B

0xFEAA

Adv Flags

3B

-

Len

1B

0x03

Type

1B

0x03

Len

1B

0x??

Type

1B

0x16

UUID

2B

0xFEAA

TX @ 0m

1B

int8

URL Prefix

1B

uint8

Service List

4B

0x0303,0xFEAA

Figure 2: Eddystone-UID and Eddystone-URL advertisement
data (13–31 bytes)

Multiple frames can be combined to provide additional data. For
example, the Eddystone-UID frame can be combined with a scan
response containing telemetry data to return additional data while
identifying a beacon with its namespace and instance identifiers.

Using the Eddystone-URL frame, Seo and Yoo [30] proposed an
interoperable context model advertising Place, Object and Annota-
tion URIs. These URIs led to HTMLweb pages providing augmented
reality context via HTML elements. For its use within the context
of interoperable positioning systems, there is a lack of identifiable
information that would prevent applications from having to access
the URI of every encountered Eddystone-URL beacon.

2.5 UriBeacon
As predecessor of the Eddystone-URL beacon frame [20], UriBeacon
has a similar maximum URI byte size as Eddystone (17 bytes) and
uses the same encoding techniques. The main difference to the
Eddystone-URL specification is the addition of 1 byte that can be
used to add flags to the URI. The specification only implemented one
invisible hint flag defining whether the URI should be accessed. In
Eddystone-URL, this byte is used to indicate the type of Eddystone
frame (i.e. 0x10 for Eddystone-URL). Having the ability to add flags
to the beacon to indicate how the client should handle or use the
URI is an important and useful feature in real-time systems, which
we also decided to use in our own solution.
1https://github.com/google/eddystone

2.6 AltBeacon Specification
AltBeacon is an open specification by Radius Networks2 that is
backwards compatible with iBeacon scanners not specifically scan-
ning for beacons manufactured by Apple Ltd. However, unlike
iBeacon’s identification through a proximity service UUID and a
major and minor classification, AltBeacon uses 20 bytes as a single
beacon identifier.

Company ID

2B

Beacon Code

2B

uint16 0xBEAC

Beacon ID

20B

uint8[]

Adv Flags

3B

-

Len

1B

0x1B

Type

1B

0xFF

TX @ 1m

1B

int8

Unused

1B

-

Figure 3: AltBeacon advertisement data (31 bytes)

While iBeacon only uses 30 bytes, the last byte in AltBeacon
was added to the specification as a manufacturer-specific byte. The
specification recommends using a UUID for the beacon identifier’s
first 16 bytes in a single organisational unit, enabling backwards
compatibility with iBeacon scanners looking for a proximity UUID.

An AltBeacon is identified as such by setting bytes 7–8 to the
0xBEAC hexadecimal representation which would indicate the bea-
con type and remaining payload length for iBeacon. In AltBeacon,
these two bytes are called the beacon code as illustrated in Figure 3.
Similar to iBeacon, the AltBeacon specification does not include
information about a beacon’s location. Unlike the AltBeacon speci-
fication which recommends using the same 128-bit UUID for the
same organisational unit, we aim for a specification where beacons
are not specifically deployed for a single proprietary application.

All the presented prominent beacon specifications used for posi-
tioning and proximity awareness are built on top of Bluetooth v4.2
compatible advertisements. While these advertisements are light-
weight and sufficient to broadcast the required information, they
are limited when used without an additional database or Web ser-
vice mapping the beacons to other contextual data. In our own
solution, we have considered the backwards compatibility with the
prominent beacon specifications, as well as some of their character-
istics and features that could be useful for semantically describing
the locations and environments in which these beacons are placed.

3 SEMBEACON SPECIFICATION
The general principle of our SemBeacon specification is that uniquely
identified beacons have a position and additional semantic data
available on theWebwhich is accessible via a Unique Resource Iden-
tifier (URI), describing the beacon and its deployed environment.
Beacons broadcast this URI via an advertisement, allowing any
application receiving the advertisement to know the position of the
beacon. Because indoor positioning systems often detect multiple
of these battery-powered beacons in rapid succession, our speci-
fication is designed to limit the amount of network connections
needed to retrieve information about the location of beacons and the
amount of data these beacons have to broadcast. Our specification
is fully backwards compatible with AltBeacon and iBeacon [17, 28]
and Eddystone-URL scanners which allows existing buildings to
gradually add SemBeacons to cover their spatial area.

While the Eddystone-URL specification can be used to broadcast
a URI of a semantic resource providing more information about
2https://github.com/AltBeacon/spec

https://github.com/google/eddystone
https://github.com/AltBeacon/spec
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an object, there is a lack of information for its use in real-time
positioning systems. An Eddystone beacon’s MAC address can be
used to uniquely identify an object. However, as the URL needs
to be a short encoded URL in order to fit within the 17 bytes, the
information that can be encoded within this URL is limited. Due to
this limitation, beacons belonging to the same spatial area cannot
be extracted accurately unless a local database is maintained. Being
able to identify a set of beacons belonging to the same spatial
area or namespace prevents us from having to perform network
requests to retrieve this information. Combining Eddystone frames
such as a UID and URL frame in an advertisement packet and scan
response could offer similar capabilities as SemBeaconwhen linking
to semantic data, but due to their packet size it is not possible to
encode additional information about the type of SemBeacon that is
being deployed (see Section 3.1.2).

With our solution, we also aim to create interoperable indoor
positioning systems where users can obtain the location of a beacon
as well as any other sensors or configured positioning systems in
a building without prior knowledge of the environment. Our pro-
posed solution for creating semantic Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
beacons is divided into two main sections. While Section 3.1 de-
scribes the advertisement specification based on AltBeacon and
Eddystone-URL, Section 3.2 introduces the semantic description
of SemBeacons on the Web, including the use of the POSO [33]
vocabulary for describing indoor positioning systems.

Our main advantage with SemBeacon is the ability to operate
without the need of a proprietary application that defines a database
or Web Service to map the beacons to contextual data. Our vocabu-
lary allows the description of positioning systems which in turn
helps applications to find these beacons in an indoor environment
where GPS can not be used.

3.1 Advertisement Specification
For our semantic beacon specification we had several design re-
quirements. The specification should be compatible with both the
iBeacon as well as AltBeacon specifications to be recognised by
existing deployed indoor positioning systems. In addition, exist-
ing infrastructures consisting of hardware beacons whose protocol
cannot be altered should also be supported, regardless of the type
or manufacturer of those beacons. Our advertising packet payload
shown in Figure 4 is based on the AltBeacon specification which is
backwards compatible with iBeacon. In our online technical spec-
ification3 we also introduce a BLE v5 compatible advertisement
leveraging the additional payload size and range of BLE v5 [9].

3.1.1 Identification. A SemBeacon is recognised as an AltBeacon
(i.e. bytes 7–8 should be 0xBEAC) that offers an Eddystone-URL
compatible scan response. Individual SemBeacons are identified as
a combination of a 16-byte namespace identifier and a 4-byte instance
identifier that is unique for all beacons in the same namespace. The
namespace is a 128-bit universally unique identifier (UUID) that
is unique per spatial area where beacons are deployed, including
buildings or even floors. The instance identifier is a 32-bit (unsigned
big endian integer) uniquely identifying all beacons within the same
namespace. Splitting the identifier in a namespace and instance

3https://sembeacon.org/docs/

Scan Response Data (<= 24 bytes)

Encoded Short Resource URI

0B - 17B

uint8[]

URI Prefix

1B

uint8

UUID

2B

0xFEAA

Frame

1B

0x10

4.0

4.0

0x00 'http://www.'
0x01 'https://www.'
0x02 'http://'

0x03 'https://'
0x04 'urn:uuid:'

0x00 '.com/'
0x01 '.org/'
0x02 '.edu/'

0x03 '.info/'
0x04 '.biz/'
0x05 '.gov/'

US-ASCII URL

Eddystone-URL
compatible service

Company ID

2B

Beacon Code

2B

uint16 0xBEAC

Adv Flags

3B

-

Len

1B

0x1B

Type

1B

0xFF

TX @ 1m

1B

int8

Flags

1B

-

Namespace ID

16B

128-bit UUID

Instance ID

4B

32-bit UUID

TX @ 0m

1B

int8

Len

1B

0x??

Type

1B

0x16

0x06 '.com'
0x07 '.org'
0x08 '.edu'

0x09 '.info'
0x0A '.biz'
0x0B '.gov'

Advertisement Data (31 bytes)

Figure 4: SemBeacon specification based on AltBeacon with
an Eddystone-URL compatible scan response

is inspired on Eddystone-UID. However, unlike Eddystone-UID
which recommends that the namespace is used for filtering beacons
during the scanning (i.e. for a specific application), we utilise the
namespace to remember which semantic resources have already
been retrieved.

Similar to the iBeacon specification which does not specify the
spatial relation between its major and minor identifiers, SemBeacon
does not force the use of a certain spatial hierarchy between names-
paces and instance identifiers. However, all beacons that can be
fetched with a single HTTP GET request should be considered to
be in one namespace, offering users the freedom to decide how to
group beacons in a single resource.

With our aim for interoperability, newly developed BLE scanners
should not filter on a specific namespace identifier but rather per-
form filtering after obtaining the semantic data. However, existing
implementations that scan for certain proximity UUID iBeacons
can be supported by using the same 16-byte UUID for the names-
pace identifier. These existing implementations will not be able to
leverage the broadcasted URI, but can still use an internal database.
Applications that want to implement filtering of SemBeacons used
by one positioning system can use a prefix for the 128-bit UUID.

3.1.2 Semantic Flags. With SemBeacons we aim to provide most,
if not all information on the Semantic Web [1] via the broadcasted
URI. However, some beacons might not require an HTTP request to
the URI if the online information is guaranteed to be unusable for
the application that detects the beacons. For example, an application
designed to use SemBeacons as landmarks for indoor positioning
cannot make use of beacons that are attached to movable objects.

The final byte of the SemBeacon advertisement is amanufacturer-
specific byte in AltBeacon. SemBeacon uses this byte to provide
boolean information about the type of SemBeacon and the expected
available online data, which can be used to decide whether to access
the resource URI depending on the scanning application.

In Table 1 we provide an overview of the available SemBeacon
flags which are based on the Bluetooth Indoor Positioning Ser-
vice [8] flags, Eddystone frames and the UriBeacon [20] flag. While
they repeat certain information that would be available online, the
flags depend on the deployment of the beacon and would not need
to change after deployment.

https://sembeacon.org/docs/
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Bit Description
0 Indicates if beacon has a position (0 = unsure, 1 = yes).
1 Indicates if beacon is private (0 = public, 1 = private).
2 Indicates if beacon is stationary (0 = stationary, 1 =mobile).
3 Indicates if beacon is part of a positioning system (0 = no, 1 = yes).
4 Indicates if beacon provides telemetry data (0 = no, 1 = yes).

5–7 Reserved for future use.

Table 1: SemBeacon flags

To support the positioning outlined in Section 2.1, each beacon
requires a position. During the installation of beacons in the physi-
cal environment, the first bit would be set to 1 to indicate that the
beacon is installed at a fixed known location. In a use case where
these beacons are providing information about other beacons in
the environment, they do not necessarily require a location.

If users or assets are equipped with a SemBeacon, these mov-
ing objects (indicated by bit 2) can be tracked. For some assets or
persons, the semantic description might require authentication to
limit access to the URI. In this case, the private flag at bit 1 can be
toggled on. A use case would be that the semantic data is stored
in a Solid Pod [29]. Solid (Social Linked Data) lets users have their
own data vault called a Pod containing public or private semantic
data. Users can decide to share this data with other services, in-
cluding broadcasting it with SemBeacon so it is only accessible via
(authenticated) users or objects within their proximity.

Finally, interoperable indoor positioning applications might only
be interested in SemBeacons which are placed for indoor position-
ing systems, in which case bit 3 can be toggled to indicate that
the beacon forms part of a positioning system. In addition, the
semantic description might provide additional information on im-
plemented positioning techniques that use other sensors such as
Wi-Fi fingerprinting or Ultra-wideband beacons [6, 19, 31].

3.1.3 Scan Response Payload. Bluetooth Low Energy can respond
with a scan response payload in addition to the advertisement
data. The scan response consists of an additional 31 bytes of data
that is sent whenever a scan request is received. In Figure 4, we
see an Eddystone-URL compatible SemBeacon URI in the scan
response. We have chosen this frame as a legacy scan response
due to its implementation in existing libraries, applications and
hardware. During the setup of the beacons, the URI can be put
behind a linked data frontend that serves a web page when the URI
is visited by the browser of users who are scanning for Eddystone-
URL beacons. These websites might contain a visual representation
of the semantic data as in the Physical Web [22]. However, unlike
the Physical Web, our main goal is to access the URI via software.

A SemBeacon URI should resolve to a machine-readable docu-
ment where the data is structured using triples consisting of subjects,
objects and predicates that provide the relation between a subject
and object. The namespace identifier should match with respect to
the base URI, ensuring that the namespace identifier matches the
base URI for all beacons within this document.

3.2 Semantic Description
For the design of our vocabulary to semantically describe beacons,
we have focused on the use case where SemBeacons are used as

proximity beacons in positioning systems and location-aware ap-
plications, but additional functionality and data can be added as
with any vocabulary. We have chosen the Positioning System On-
tology (POSO) [33] as our core ontology. POSO uses the Semantic
Sensors Network (SSN) and Sensor, Observation, Sample and Ac-
tuator (SOSA) ontologies [10, 11]. It offers the ability to describe
a positioning system and its internal workings, the deployment,
entities tracked by the system and sensor information. The ontol-
ogy already offers the terminology to describe landmarks used in a
positioning system, such as beacons or other RF transmitters. We
extended POSO (poso-common) with an additional vocabulary for
describing the different types of beacons including SemBeacons
and their related information.

As outlined in Section 3.1.1, the identification of a semantic bea-
con is done on a namespace and instance level. Namespace identifiers
resemble the base URI of a semantic resource. In our online tech-
nical specification, we make it clear that multiple beacons within
the same resource (which are retrieved with a single HTTP GET
request) should use the same namespace.

http://sembeacon.org/example.ttl

1 @prefix : <http://sembeacon.org/example.ttl#> .
2 @prefix hardware: <http://w3id.org/devops-infra/hardware#> .
3 @prefix poso: <http://purl.org/poso/> .
4 @prefix posoc: <http://purl.org/poso/common/> .
5 @prefix sembeacon: <http://purl.org/sembeacon/> .
6 @prefix qudt: <http://qudt.org/schema/qudt/> .
7 @prefix unit: <http://qudt.org/vocab/unit/> .
8
9 :building_a a ssn:Deployment ;

10 rdfs:label ;
11 sembeacon:namespaceId ^^xsd:hexBinary .
12
13 :room_a1_2 a sembeacon:SemBeacon ;
14 rdfs:label @en ;
15 rdfs:isDefinedBy <http://sembeacon.org/example.ttl#> ;
16 sembeacon:namespace :building_a ;
17 sembeacon:instanceId ^^xsd:hexBinary ;
18 hardware:mac ;
19 posoc:referenceRSSI [ # Reference RSSI is a ...
20 # ... factory calibrated signal strength
21 poso:hasRSS [
22 qudt:unit unit:DeciB_M ; qudt:numericValue -56 ] ;
23 # ... measured at a specific distance
24 poso:hasRelativeDistance [
25 unit:Meter ; qudt:value ^^xsd:double ] .
26 ] ;
27 poso:hasPosition [ a poso:AbsolutePosition ;
28 poso:hasAccuracy [ ... ] ; poso:xAxisValue [ ... ] ;
29 poso:yAxisValue [ ... ] ; poso:zAxisValue [ ... ] ] .

Figure 5: Example SemBeacon description (example.ttl)

In Listing 5 we show a basic description of a SemBeacon and its
spatial location written as triples using the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [23]. The individual :room_a1_2 on line 13 is
a sembeacon:SemBeacon type. An individual is an instance of a
class, in this case for a specific Deployment [1]. We describe the
reference RSSI at 1 metre and the absolute position defined using
the POSO ontology. As some positioning systems require the refer-
ence RSSI to be measured at 0 metres, the distance can be identified
using poso:hasRelativeDistance on line 24. Further, we use the
Hardware Ontology from the Devops Infrastructure Ontology Cata-
logue [3] to provide a beacon’s physical address, which can be used
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by some positioning systems to uniquely identify other types of
beacons that do not offer an identifier in their advertisement data.

http://sembeacon.org/example.ttl

1 :room_a1_3 a posoc:iBeacon ;
2 rdfs:label @en ;
3 rdfs:isDefinedBy <http://sembeacon.org/example.ttl#> ;
4 sembeacon:namespace :building_a ;
5 hardware:mac ;
6 posoc:major 10001 ; posoc:minor 12831 ;
7 posoc:referenceRSSI [ ... ] ; poso:hasPosition [ ... ] .

Figure 6: Example iBeacon description (example.ttl)

Listing 6 illustrates how additional beacons defined in the same
resource and namespace can be retrieved whenever the resource is
fetched from SemBeacons. An iBeacon is defined with a deployment
as a common namespace also shown in Listing 5 on line 16. In the
online documentation4 we provide more details on all additions to
the vocabulary and its usage. Developers can decide to extend the
vocabulary to describe different output data types or even different
protocols for interfacing with the beacon or device.

3.3 State
We now provide an overview of the different steps an application
has to take to scan and use SemBeacons. All beacons within the
same spatial environment will be put in the same resource. Each
beaconwithin this resource will have the same namespace identifier,
which removes the need for unnecessary HTTP requests when
multiple beacons are detected with the same namespace.

In the following, We list the six different steps of an application
scanning for BLE v4 advertisements.

(1) Passive scanning: The application passively scans for in-
coming advertisements until AltBeacon compatible manufac-
turer data is detected that includes a 128-bit UUID (i.e. names-
pace identifier).

(2) Beacon identification: A beacon is identified with a names-
pace and instance identifier. The application checks if it has
knowledge about the namespace identifier. If the namespace
was not previously discovered, an active scan is performed.

(3) Active scanning: The application actively scans for new
beacons using a scan request.

(4) SemBeacon detection: SemBeacons will respond with a
scan response that includes the Eddystone-URL compatible
resource URI. Compatible scanners will detect a SemBeacon
when it has an AltBeacon advertisement and Eddystone-URL
scan response.

(5) Data retrieval: In case no information about the namespace
was available, the resource URI is accessed to retrieve the
location of the beacon, as well as other beacons within the
same namespace. Depending on the flags shown earlier in
Table 1 and the implementation of the application to act on
these flags, the data might not be retrieved.

(6) Passive scanning: The application continues the passive
scan until an unknown namespace is found, in which case
step (3) is performed again.

4https://sembeacon.org/terms/1.0/

3.4 Performance and Caching
Bluetooth beacons are often deployed as battery-powered devices.
These devices send out an advertisement at a fixed interval. In
between advertisements, the beacon will lower its controller pro-
cessing usage in order to save power. Specifications such as the
Bluetooth IPS specification [8] describe the ability to connect to
the device in order to obtain more information. Connecting to a
device is time consuming in a real-time system and requires more
battery power.

Our SemBeacon design is similar to other beacon specifications
that do not accept connections. We aimed to provide a specifica-
tion that offers minimal tracking latency to obtain information,
provides caching possibilities and can be used on battery-powered
devices with no or minimal overhead compared to existing speci-
fications. We maintained the minimal latency by including all the
relevant information needed to perform the tracking in both the
advertisement and scan response. The advertisement data includes
the namespace and instance identifier which are sufficient for an
application to perform real-time distance estimation with known
beacons. In order to resolve a beacon’s location and any other rel-
evant information, a scan response including the resource URI is
required which can in turn be mapped to the identifiable infor-
mation of the advertisement data. Only one network request is
required per spatial area since beacons in the same namespace are
all kept in the same RDF resource.

The caching of beacon data can be handled by HTTP cache poli-
cies of the resource URIs which are already fetched using HTTP re-
quests, allowing the reconfiguration of these policies without chang-
ing the physical beacons. With the cache policy being applied to
all beacons in the same namespace, this adds an additional level of
freedom to separate beacons in different namespaces based on their
cache policy or when using movable beacons whose information
updates more frequently.

4 DEMONSTRATOR
To demonstrate the deployment and use of SemBeacons, we devel-
oped an application5 that can scan for iBeacon, Eddystone beacons,
AltBeacon and SemBeacons. The application will retrieve the envi-
ronment information that is broadcast by the SemBeacons together
with the devices and deployed positioning systems in these envi-
ronments. The application along with the SemBeacons was tested
in a real-world environment.

4.1 Hardware and Software
Our prototype SemBeacons that were deployed within the building,
were designed using an ESP32-S3 microcontroller. The Arduino
code for creating and configuring a SemBeacon using an ESP32 can
be found on GitHub6. Our scanner application is developed in Ionic
Capacitor7 which also allows SemBeacons to be discovered via Web
Bluetooth Scanning [34] as well as using an Android or iOS device.
A native Android library for scanning beacons is available on the
SemBeacon GitHub8.

5https://github.com/SemBeacon/sembeacon-app/
6https://github.com/SemBeacon/sembeacon-arduino-esp32/
7https://capacitorjs.com
8https://github.com/SemBeacon/sembeacon-android-library/

https://sembeacon.org/terms/1.0/
https://github.com/SemBeacon/sembeacon-app/
https://github.com/SemBeacon/sembeacon-arduino-esp32/
https://capacitorjs.com/
https://github.com/SemBeacon/sembeacon-android-library/
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ADV_IND

SCAN_REQ

SCAN_RSP

ADV_IND

HTTP GET https://bit.ly/3JsEnF9

HTTP RESPONSE text/turtle

BEACON_08 BEACON_02

BEACON_08

BEACON_07

BEACON_02 BEACON_05

https://sembeacon.org/examples/openhps2021/beacons.ttl#BEACON_08

1 :pl9_3 a ssn:Deployment ;
2 rdfs:label @en ;
3 sembeacon:namespaceId ^^xsd:hexBinary .
4
5 :BEACON_08 a sembeacon:SemBeacon ;
6 sembeacon:namespace :pl9_3 ;
7 sembeacon:instanceId ^^xsd:hexBinary ;
8 poso:hasPosition [ a ogc:Geometry ;
9 ogc:asWKT ^^ogc:wktLiteral ] .

10
11 :BEACON_07 a sembeacon:SemBeacon ;
12 sembeacon:namespace :pl9_3 ;
13 sembeacon:instanceId ^^xsd:hexBinary ;
14 poso:hasPosition [ a ogc:Geometry ;
15 ogc:asWKT ^^ogc:wktLiteral ] .
16
17 :BEACON_02 a posoc:iBeacon ;
18 sembeacon:namespace :pl9_3 ;
19 posoc:proximityUUID ^^xsd:hexBinary ;
20 posoc:major 50174 ; posoc:minor 64267 ;
21 poso:hasPosition [ a ogc:Geometry ;
22 ogc:asWKT ^^ogc:wktLiteral ] .

Figure 7: Example scenario using the floor plan and transformed dataset of [32]

4.2 Dataset
For our demonstrator, we transformed and extended an existing
indoor positioning dataset [32] to semantic RDF data9. We rede-
ployed the beacons of the dataset in the same building but replaced
two of the original beacons that are closest to the entrance of the
floor with SemBeacons (i.e. BEACON_07 and BEACON_08). Other than
existing indoor positioning systems for navigating in indoor spaces
or tracking the location of physical objects, our solution does not
require prior knowledge of the beacons within this dataset. We
can publish the semantic data online and let the two SemBeacons
broadcast their resource identifier. Any changes to the environment
such as new smart devices or additional details to the geospatial
description can be modified online without the need to update the
application or reconfigure the beacons.

4.3 Device and Environment Discovery
We have developed a demonstrator application that is scanning
for SemBeacons while showing the user a regular map with their
own location. When SemBeacons are discovered and their data re-
trieved, the information they contain is shown on the map which
may include an indoor map as well as the beacons or devices them-
selves. Future applications can expand on this to provide contextual
actions on the beacons or devices or to visualise information on
the map or when interacting with the marker. Our application uses
the POSO ontology to extract the positioning system used within
the environment. In our dataset, the positioning is limited to multi-
leration between the fixed locations of iBeacons and SemBeacons.

Let us now provide a step-by-step example based on the states
described Section 3.3. In Figure 7 we illustrate our example scenario
using an existing dataset [32] with BEACON_7 and BEACON_8 trans-
formed to SemBeacons near the entrance. As soon as a phone arrives
in the building, it will passively pick up beacon advertisements from
the nearby SemBeacons as well as other beacons advertising on the
9https://sembeacon.org/examples/openhps2021/beacons.ttl

floor shown as the advertisement indicator (ADV_IND) arrows in
grey. Without prior knowledge on the namespace identifier, these
advertisements are ignored. Once an AltBeacon-compatible adver-
tisement with an unknown namespace identifier is detected, the
phone sends a scan request which triggers SemBeacons to respond
with an encoded short resource URI.

After retrieving the short resource URI, the application performs
a GET request which in turn returns the resource with the de-
scription of the beacon, metadata about the environment and other
beacons stored in this resource. On the left-hand side of Figure 7,
we show our application visualising the GeoJSON floor layout, the
beacons in range and known beacons that are not in range (semi-
transparent markers). On the right-hand side, we see the semantic
resource describing the SemBeacons as well as any other beacons or
sensors in the namespace. In our scenario, we have two SemBeacons
each with a unique instance identifier and a position. Other beacons
within the same deployment are identified as iBeacons.

1 PREFIX sembeacon: <http://purl.org/sembeacon/>
2 PREFIX poso: <http://purl.org/poso/>
3 SELECT ?beacon {
4 ?beacon a poso:BluetoothBeacon .
5 {
6 ?beacon sembeacon:namespaceId ^^xsd:hexBinary
7 } UNION {
8 ?beacon sembeacon:namespace ?namespace .
9 ?namespace sembeacon:namespaceId ^^xsd:hexBinary

10 } .
11 }

Figure 8: Example SPARQL query to retrieve all beacons be-
longing to the same namespace

In Listing 8, we showcase a simple SPARQL query to demonstrate
how our application retrieves all beacons belonging to the same
namespace. This can either be a SemBeaconwith the :namespaceId
predicate or a deployment that in turn has a :namespaceId.

https://sembeacon.org/examples/openhps2021/beacons.ttl
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5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have presented the SemBeacon solution for Bluetooth Low En-
ergy (BLE) advertising and the semantic description of beacons and
their environments. Our solution is designed for applications where
beacons are used as landmarks to detect an indoor position. The
SemBeacon specification is backwards compatible with existing
standards to facilitate adoption in existing positioning systems and
applications. Our supplemental material further includes a work-
in-progress BLE v5 extended advertisement specification which is
no longer backwards compatible, but enables new BLE v5 features,
including improved battery consumption and larger range, and
removes the requirement for scan responses by beacons.

In contrast to existing techniques such as iBeacon that require a
database or shared service to perform indoor positioning, we pro-
vide a decentralised Semantic Web-based approach. Our solution is
backwards compatible with existing techniques and infrastructures,
facilitating the transition to SemBeacons. Existing indoor position-
ing systems can be adapted by converting the location of beacons
to semantic data. To make applications aware of this semantic data,
SemBeacons can be placed at key areas or be included in smart
devices to broadcast the URI describing these areas or devices.

We demonstrated a SemBeacon deployment using an existing
dataset that was redeployed in the same building but with additional
SemBeacons. We outlined how our solution can help in bridging an
environment’s semantic online description and the corresponding
physical environment. Existing indoor positioning systems and
applications can easily be modified to support SemBeacons with-
out major infrastructure changes. Other than providing semantic
data for its use in Bluetooth-based indoor positioning techniques,
SemBeacons can be used to advertise information about other sen-
sors or positioning techniques used in the environment.

Our SemBeacon specification, along with code examples, docu-
mentation and the ontology alignment with POSO is available as
open source on GitHub. While the specification is aimed towards
BLE beacons, the semantic part of the specification can be extended
to other types of beacons such as Ultra-wideband beacons, which
might enable future beacons to broadcast URIs without having to
change the vocabulary needed to describe them. In addition, our
specification supports the broadcasting of information about other
sensors and beacons in the deployment, enabling them to describe
other hardware needed to perform indoor positioning or location
awareness. The extensible vocabulary allows for a large variety of
future use cases. We plan to conduct further experiments where
SemBeacons are installed alongside multiple existing deployments
to demonstrate the transition from proprietary applications to a sin-
gle interoperable application for interfacing with physical things.
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